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The case against ExxonMobil
New York lawsuit focuses on how the oil company weighed risks of climate regulation

The battle between ExxonMobil and New York has ramifications for oil companies in how they talk about the implications of climate change for their
business © AP

Ed Crooks in New York YESTERDAY

In July 2014, ExxonMobil announced a $1bn investment to add new capacity to its refinery at
Antwerp in Belgium.
It was some rare good news for the European refining industry — the construction of a unit to
convert heavy, higher sulphur oil from the “bottom of the barrel” into more valuable products such
as diesel fuel — at a time when mounting concern about climate change were casting doubt on
investment in fossil fuel infrastructure.
But according to Barbara Underwood, New York state’s attorney-general, when Exxon decided to
spend money on the refinery, it was being less prudent about the costs of future environmental
regulation than it suggested to investors.
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The battle between Exxon and New York has put a spotlight on the question of how oil companies
talk about the implications of climate change for their business, and the outcome of the civil suit
filed this week will be closely watched.
The state began investigating Exxon three years ago, originally on the theory that the company hid
evidence on how fossil fuels were contributing to climate change.
In the course of the investigation Exxon handed over hundred of thousands of pages of documents
to the attorney-general’s office. From those, the attorney-general has built a very different case,
which focuses on what the company told its investors about its planning for the risks that curbs on
greenhouse gas emissions posed to its business.
Under Rex Tillerson, chief executive since 2006, Exxon moved away from simply rejecting or
ignoring the weight of scientific evidence on climate change. In March 2014, after pressure from
shareholders, the company published a report titled Energy and Carbon — Managing the Risks,
which explained how it was using what it called a “proxy cost of carbon” to reflect its expectations
about possible future restrictions on emissions. It did not give full details of that price, but said that
in some areas, it might approach $80 per tonne of carbon dioxide by 2040. That price was not a
forecast, but a proxy for an expected set of policies and regulations that would have a similar effect,
the company said.
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Documents obtained by the New York attorney-general, however, show that the company used a
very different price when deciding on investing in Antwerp. Instead of rising to about $80 per
tonne by 2040, the cost of carbon assumed in the investment decision reached only $40 in 2030
and stayed flat thereafter. Moreover, Exxon applied that cost to only about a third of the project’s
emissions, meaning the effective implied cost for 2030-40 was just $14.24 per tonne.
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Under Rex Tillerson, Exxon moved away from simply rejecting or ignoring the weight of scientific evidence on climate change © EPA

The difference between that number and Exxon’s talk of $80 is central to Ms Underwood’s charge
that the company “built a façade to deceive investors”, making them think that it was managing the
risks of climate regulations, when in fact it was “systematically underestimating or ignoring them”.
It is a charge that the company vigorously rejects, describing Ms Underwood’s allegations as “a
product of closed-door lobbying by special interests, political opportunism and the attorneygeneral’s inability to admit that a three-year investigation has uncovered no wrongdoing”.
The state’s filing cites other Exxon investment decisions for projects in Canada’s oil sands, which it
says were also analysed using models with lower costs for carbon emissions. Mr Tillerson and other
senior executives knew and approved of those decisions, it adds.
Under New York’s highly restrictive Martin Act, which can make it an offence for a company to
make “any representation or statement which is false” under a wide range of circumstances, that
difference between the disclosed cost of carbon and the number used in investment appraisals was
fraudulent, the state argues.
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Exxon’s response is to acknowledge that it did use two figures for the future cost of carbon, but to
argue that it was always open about that fact. In a court filing this year, the company explained that
it drew a distinction between the “proxy cost of carbon”, which was an assumption it used when
modelling trends for demand for oil and gas, and the “GHG [greenhouse gas] cost”, which was a
specific cost for the emissions from a particular project used when making an investment decision.
On that basis, it argues, there is no contradiction at all between talking about a proxy cost ranging
up to $80 per tonne of carbon dioxide in 2040 as it affects the macro picture for overall energy

Exxon said in its filing it had submitted “more than three dozen documents” to the New York
attorney-general to prove that point, and the state’s “wilful blindness” to that evidence was proof of
an “obsessive quest for a theory to support its prejudgment of ExxonMobil’s guilt”.

Feedback

demand, and using a lower figure when assessing the cost of a project.

State courts in New York, and then possibly federal courts, will decide which side to believe.
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Even if Exxon finally prevails in court, it will have been a long and bruising experience. As a
demonstration of the powers that the Martin Act grants New York’s attorney-general, it will
encourage every other company to think very carefully about what they say about the risks
associated with climate change.
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